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Introduction.

In this paper we carry on with the study of the Semi-Riemannian submanifolds of the
Semi-Riemannian manifold of non-singular real matrices, GLn, of order n ¥ 2, en-
dowed with the so-called trace metric g. We started this investigation in [6] (relatively
to whole GLn and SLn) and in [7] (relatively to On and SOn). In this context, the totally
geodesic submanifolds of pGLn,gq (as SLn and On) seem to have a particular role. For
this reason we focus our attention on the manifolds pGLSymnppq,gq of the non-singular
symmetric real matrices of signature pp,n� pq together with their Semi-Riemannian
submanifolds pSLSymnppq,gq of matrices with determinant p�1qn�p; indeed also all
these manifolds are totally geodesic in pGLn,gq and so their properties can be deduced
from the analogous properties of pGLn,gq. Furthermore, as particular cases among
them, we find pPn,gq, the Riemannian manifold of real symmetric positive definite ma-
trices, and its submanifold pSLPn,gq, where SLPn � PnX SLn. These last manifolds
have a remarkable interest in many frameworks, for instance in theory of metric spaces
of non-positive curvature and in matrix information geometry, and they have recently
been object of many researches; for more information we refer for instance to [24],
[25], [5], [16, Ch. XII], [17], [4], [3], [19], [21].

This paper develops the differential-geometric properties of pGLSymnppq,gq, indepen-
dently of the signature, and therefore includes pPn,gq in a more general setting. In fact
in Section 2, we consider the manifolds pGLSymnppq,gq together with their submani-
folds pSLSymnppq,gq, as totally geodesic Semi-Riemannian submanifolds of pGLn,gq.
In particular we obtain suitable expressions for geodesics, parallel transport, Riemann
tensor, Ricci and scalar curvature and we prove that pGLSymnppq,gq is isometric to the
Semi-Riemannian product pSLSymnppq�R,g�hq, where h is the euclidean metric.

In Section 3 we resume many properties of the Riemannian manifold pPn,gq and of its
submanifold pSLPn,gq. These properties are mostly already known in literature, but we
deduce them again as easy consequences of the results of Section 2.

The last Section 4 is devoted to determine and describe geometrically the full group of
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the isometries of pSLPn,gq (Theorem 4.1) and of pPn,gq (Theorem 4.2) (to our knowl-
edge, not yet known in a complete and explicit way). At first we determine the isome-
tries of pSLPn,gq by using many arguments from the theory of symmetric Riemannian
spaces and from the theory of Lie group representations; then the isometries of pPn,gq
are deduced from the de Rham decomposition of pPn,gq as pSLPn�R,g� hq. These
arguments seems to work only for pPn,gq and do not generalize directly to the study of
the full group of the isometries of pGLSymnppq,gq. Finally, we interpret many isome-
tries as suitable symmetries inside pPn,gq.
After finishing this work, we have found a paper of Lajos Molnár, where he describes
the isometries of the manifold of positive definite hermitian matrices Hn endowed with
a class of metrics, which includes g (see [20, Thm. 3]). Comparing this with our results,
it follows that every isometry of pPn,gq is the restriction of an isometry of pHn,gq.
Anyway our methods are different and should clarify the geometric descriptions and
make explicit the links with the theory of symmetric Riemannian spaces and with the
theory of Lie group representations.

Acknowledgement. We thank Fabio Podestà for many discussions about the matter of
this paper and especially for his fundamental help in clarifying to us the tools of the
theory of Lie group representations, used here.
We thank also the referee for the suggestions in order to precise some results and to
improve the setting of our work in literature.

1. Preliminary facts and recalls

1.1 Notations. In this paper, for every integer n¥ 2, we denote
- Mn �MnpRq: the vector space of real square matrices of order n;
- Symn � SymnpRq (resp. Sym0

n): the vector subspace of Mn of symmetric matrices
(resp. with trace equal to 0);
- GLn � GLnpRq (respectively GL�n � GL�n pRq and SLn � SLnpRq): the multiplicative
group of non-degenerate matrices in Mn (respectively with positive determinant and
with determinant equal to 1);
- GLSymn � GLnXSymn � tA P GLn { A� AT u (AT is the transpose of A);
- Pn (respectively SLPn): the subset of GLSymn of positive definite matrices (respec-
tively with determinant 1);
- GLSymnppq (0¤ p¤ nq: the set of matrices of GLSymn with signature pp,n� pq; in
particular GLSymnpnq � Pn;
- SLSymnppq (0¤ p¤ nq: the set of matrices of GLSymnppqwith determinant p�1qn�p;
in particular SLSymnpnq � SLPn;
- Jp (0 ¤ p ¤ n): the diagonal matrix diagpIp,�In�pq, where Ih is the identity matrix
of order h, with the agreement that Jn � In and J0 ��In;
- On (resp. SOn): the group of (resp. special) orthogonal matrices;
- Onppq (resp. SOnppq), 0¤ p¤ n: the subgroup of matrices A P GLn (resp. A P GL�n )
such that AJpAT � Jp (in particular, if p� n, then Onpnq � On and SOnpnq � SOn);
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- for every n¥ 3, πn : Spinn Ñ SOn: the universal covering of SOn, where Spinn is the
usual Spin group.

For every connected Lie group G, we denote by AutpGq, by InnpGq and by OutpGq �
AutpGq{InnpGq, respectively, the group of automorphisms, the group of inner auto-
morphisms and the quotient group of outer automorphisms of G.
Since Spinn is compact, simply connected, simple Lie group, OutpSpinnq is isomorphic
to the group of symmetries of the Dynkin diagram of its Lie algebra (see for instance
[28, Thm. 8.11.3] and [23, pag. 49]). If n � 2m� 1 ¥ 3 the corresponding Dynkin
diagram is Bm and if n � 2m ¥ 4 it is Dm (see for instance [28, Thm. 8.9.12]); as a
consequence OutpSpin2m�1q is trivial for every m, while OutpSpin2mq � Z2 for m� 4
and OutpSpin8q � Dih3 (the dihedral group).

As usual, the commutator of A,B PMn is rA,Bs � AB�BA.
For every A P GLn, A�T denotes the matrix pAT q�1 � pA�1qT .
For every 1¤ i, j¤ n, Epi, jq denotes the matrix in Mn whose ph,kq-entry is 1 if ph,kq �
pi, jq and 0 otherwise.

For every A PMn we denote the exponential mapping by eA � exppAq � In�
°�8

i�1
Ai

i!
.

We define a C8-tensor g of type p0,2q on GLn, by

gApV,W q � trpA�1VA�1W q
(tr indicates the trace of a matrix). We call trace metric the metric induced by g and
will denote by g also its restriction to every submanifold of GLn.
For every A PMn and every C P GLn we denote by ΓC the mapping:
- ΓCpAq �CACT (congruence by C);
if, moreover, A P GLn, we denote by φ, by φC and by ψ the following mappings:
- φpAq � A�1 (inversion);
- φCpAq � pΓC �φqpAq �CA�1CT ;
- ψpAq � |detpAq|�2{nA.

In particular, for every A P GLn, we have: detpψpAqq � 1
detpAq ,

pφ �ψqpAq � pψ �φqpAq � |detpAq|2{nA�1; finally φ, ψ, φ �ψ have always period 2
and, if C P GLSymn, then also φC has period 2 and φCpCq �C.

1.2 Remarks. We recall some facts which are know or easy to check.
a) The sets GLSymnppq are the pn�1q (open) connected components of GLSymn.
b) The mapping: pC,Aq ÞÑ ΓCpAq �CACT , is a left action of the group GLn on every
GLSymnppq.
The action of GLn on Pn has been already described in [5, p.314 ff.].
The quotient group GLn{t�Inu acts effectively by congruence on every GLSymnppq.
Indeed, arguing on the matrices Epi, jq�Ep j,iq, on Symn it is simple to check that ΓC �
ΓC1 if and only if C ��C1 and this suffices to conclude, being Symn the tangent space
to GLSymnppq at any point.
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If A P GLSymnppq, there exists a matrix C P GLn such that ΓCpAq �CACT � Jp. This
implies that, for every p, both GLn and GL�n act transitively on GLSymnppq.
Moreover Onppq and SOnppq are the isotropy subgroups at Jp with respect to
these actions. Hence GLSymnppq is diffeomeorphic to both homogeneous manifolds
GLn{Onppq and GL�n {SOnppq. In particular Pn � GLn{On � GL�n {SOn (see for in-
stance [27, Thm. 3.62]).
c) Since SLn acts transitively by congruence on SLSymnppq, as above we get that
SLSymnppq is a submanifold of GLSymnppq, diffeomorphic to the homogeneous mani-
fold SLn{SOnppq. In particular SLPn � SLn{SOn.
d) An isometry between two Semi-Riemannian manifolds is a diffeomorphism between
them preserving metric tensors. If pxM , ĝq is any Semi-Riemannian manifold we denote
by I pxM , ĝq the set of isometries of pxM , ĝq.
It is known that I pxM , ĝq has the structure of Lie group (see for instance [22, Ch. 9
Thm. 32]) and we will denote by I 0pxM , ĝq its connected component containing the
identity.

We end this section by recalling the following

1.3 Proposition. a) pGLn,gq is a homogeneous geodesically complete Semi-

Riemannian manifold of signature pnpn�1q
2

,
npn�1q

2
q, whose geodesics are the

curves:
t ÞÑ KetC for every C PMn and K P GLn.
b) The Levi-Civita connection ∇ of pGLn,gq is

p∇X Y qK � pX pY qqK �
1
2
pXK K�1YK �YK K�1XK q,

for every K P GLn and for all tangent vector fields X , Y of class C8 on GLn,
and the Riemann curvature tensor of type p0,4q of pGLn,gq is

RXY ZW pKq � 1
4

trprK�1X ,K�1Y s rK�1Z,K�1W sq,

for every K P GLn and every X ,Y,Z,W PMn � TKpGLnq.
c) pGL�n ,gq is a symmetric Semi-Riemanian manifold and among its isometries there
are the congruences and the inversion φ.

Proof. See [6, Prop. 1.1, Thm. 2.1, Prop. 3.1 and Prop. 1.2].

2. The Semi-Riemannian manifolds pGLSymnppq,gq

2.1 Proposition. a) pGLSymnppq,gq is a homogeneous Semi-Riemannian submanifold

of pGLn,gq with signature pnpn�1q
2

� ppn� pq, ppn� pqq for every p� 0, � � � ,n.
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An orthonormal basis with respect to gJp of the tangent space TJppGLSymnppqq � Symn
is

B � tEpi,iq : i� 1, � � � ,nuYtSpi, jq � Epi, jq�Ep j,iq
?

2
: 1¤ i  j ¤ nu.

The time-like vectors are the vectors Spi, jq with 1¤ i¤ p, p�1¤ j ¤ n, the remaining
vectors are space-like.

b) For every p � 0, � � � ,n, the mapping A ÞÑ �A is an isometry between the Semi-
Riemannian manifolds pGLSymnppq,gq and pGLSymnpn� pq,gq; in particular pPn,gq
and pGLSymnp0q,gq are isometric Riemannian manifolds.

Proof. a) Let A P GLSymnppq and C P GLn such that CACT � ΓCpAq � Jp. Since
the restriction ΓC|GLSymnppq is an isometry of (GLSymnppq,gq, then (GLSymnppq,gq is
homogeneous for any p � 0, � � � ,n. Hence to prove that pGLSymnppq,gq is a Semi-
Riemannian submanifold of pGLn,gq, it suffices to verify that gJp

is non-degenerate on
TJppGLSymnppqq � Symn with the expected signature.
Since the set B is clearly a basis of the vector space Symn, it suffices to compute gJp

on
the pairs of elements of B .
For every X � pxi jq,Y � pyi jq P Symn, standard computations allow to get:
gJppX ,Y q � trpJpXJpY q � °n

i�1 xiiyii �
°

1¤i  j¤p 2xi jyi j �
°

p�1¤i  j¤n 2xi jyi j�°
1¤i¤p  j¤n 2xi jyi j.

This formula allows to conclude part (a) by direct computations.

b) The assertion follows by trivial checks.

2.2 Proposition. Fix p P t0, � � � ,nu. The inversion φ and the congruences ΓC (C PGLnq
are isometries of pGLSymnppq,gq.
If C P GLSymnppq, then the isometry φC � ΓC �φ is the symmetry of pGLSymnppq,gq
fixing C; therefore pGLSymnppq,gq is a symmetric Semi-Riemannian manifold.

Proof. The first part is trivial. For the second one it suffices to argue on the symmetry
φC : X ÞÑCX�1CT �CX�1C with respect to every C P GLSymn.

2.3 Proposition. a) For any p� 0, � � � ,n, pGLSymnppq,gq is a totally geodesic subman-
ifold of pGLn,gq and its geodesics are precisely the curves of type t ÞÑ KetC for every
K P GLSymnppq and every C � K�1V with V P Symn. In particular pGLSymnppq,gq is
geodesically complete.

b) The Levi-Civita connection ∇ of pGLSymnppq,gq is

p∇X Y qK � pX pY qqK �
1
2
pXK K�1YK �YK K�1XK q,

for every K P GLSymnppq and for all tangent vector fields X , Y of class C8 on
GLSymnppq;
the Riemann curvature tensor of type p0,4q of pGLSymnppq,gq is
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RXY ZW pKq � 1
4

trprK�1X ,K�1Y s rK�1Z,K�1W sq,

for every K P GLSymnppq and every X ,Y,Z,W P Symn � TKpGLSymnppqq.
c) Let γ � γptq (with t in a real interval J containing 0) be a C8-curve contained in
GLSymnppq and τγptq : Tγp0qpGLSymnppqqÑ TγptqpGLSymnppqq be the parallel transport
along γptq induced by the Levi-Civita connection of pGLSymnppq,gq. Then τγptq agrees
with the congruence ΓFptq�1:

τγptq � ΓFptq�1 @t P J ,

where F � Fptq is the unique (non-singular) solution, for every t P J , of the following
matricial system:$&% 9F ��1

2
F 9γγ�1

Fp0q � In.

Proof. a) Remembering 1.3 (a), it suffices to check that KetC P GLSymnppq for every
K P GLSymnppq, for every C � K�1V with V P Symn and for every t P R.

For, by standard properties of the exponential mapping: pKetK�1V qT � etV K�1
K �

KetK�1V K�1K � KetK�1V . So KetK�1V P GLSymnppq.
b) It follows by 1.3 (b), since pGLSymnppq,gq is a totally geodesic submanifold of
pGLn,gq.
c) It is a standard fact that the system in the statement has a unique C8-solution which
is never singular (see for instance [1, Thm. 7.15, pp. 219–220]). By (b), the equation

of the parallel transport is: 9Y � 1
2
p9γγ�1Y �Y γ�1 9γq. A direct computation shows that

Y ptq � Fptq�1WFptq�T � ΓFptq�1pW q is its solution under the condition Y p0q �W
and this allows to conclude.

2.4 Remark. Let γptq � KetK�1V � Γexpp 1
2 tV K�1qpKq be the geodesic of

pGLSymnppq,gq such that γp0q �K PGLSymnppq and 9γp0q �V P Symn. In this case the
parallel trasport along γptq becomes τγptq � Γexpp 1

2 tV K�1q for every t PR, in accordance
with the general theory (see for instance [15, Ch. XI, Thm. 3.2]).

2.5 Proposition. For every p P t0, � � � ,nu, the Ricci curvature of pGLSymnppq,gq is

RicQpX ,Zq � 1
4

trpQ�1XqtrpQ�1Zq� n
4

gQpX ,Zq

for every Q P GLSymnppq and for every X ,Z P TQpGLSymnppqq � Symn

and the scalar curvature of pGLSymnppq,gq is

S��pn�1qnpn�2q
8

.
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Proof. Fixed p P t0, � � � ,nu, we denote εi � 1, for i � 1, � � � , p, εi � �1, for i � p�
1, � � � ,n, and J � Jp. If X ,Y P Rn are column vectors, we denote:   X ,Y ¡� XT JY �°n

i�1 εixiyi, where X � px1, � � � ,xnqT and Y � py1, � � � ,ynqT (the Minkowski product of
Rn of signature pp,n� pq).
Given every matrix A, we denote by Ah its h-th column. If A is symmetric, Ah is the
h-th row too. From 2.3 (b), by standard computation we get:
�4RXY ZW �

�°n
i, j�1 εiε jp  X i,Y j ¡  Z j,W i ¡�  Y i,X j ¡ W j,Zi ¡�

�  Y i,X j ¡  Z j,W i ¡�  X i,Y j ¡ W j,Zi ¡q,
for every X ,Y,Z,W P TJpGLSymnppqq � Symn.

The basis B of 2.1 can be listed also by tWpi, jq � Epi, jq�Ep j,iqa
2p1�δi jq

{ 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ nu and

so gpWpi, jq,Wpi, jqq � εiε j for every 1¤ i¤ j ¤ n.
From the previous formula, for all symmetric matrices X , Z we get:
4RicJpX ,Zq � �4

°
1¤k¤m¤n gpWpk,mq,Wpk,mqqRXWpk,mqZWpk,mq �

� 2
°

1¤k¤m¤n
°n

i, j�1 εkεmεiε jp  X i,W j
pk,mq ¡  Z j,W i

pk,mq ¡�
�  X j,W i

pk,mq ¡  Z j,W i
pk,mq ¡q.

For every symmetric matrix A� pai jq we have   Ai,W j
pk,mq ¡�

aikεkδ jm�aimεmδ jka
2p1�δkmq

.

Hence, by standard computations, if X � pxi jq,Z � pzi jq P Symn we get:
4RicJpX ,Zq �
�°1¤k¤m¤n

1
1�δkm

rεkεmxmkzmk� εkεmxkkzmm� εmεkxmmzkk� εmεkxkmzkm�
�°n

j�1pεkε jx jkz jk� εkε jx jmz jkδmk� εkε jx jkz jmδmk� εmε jx jmz jmqs �
� 2

°n
k�1 xkkzkk�

°
1¤k m¤n εkεmpxkkzmm� xmmzkk�2xkmzkmq�

�2
°n

k, j�1 εkε jx jkz jk�
°

1¤k m¤n εk
°n

j�1 ε jx jkz jk�
°

1¤k m¤n εm
°n

j�1 ε jx jmz jm.

Note that: trpJXqtrpJZq�gJpX ,Zq �
� 2

°n
k�1 xkkzkk�

°
1¤k m¤n εkεmpxkkzmm� xmmzkk�2xkmzkmq.

Moreover: �2gJpX ,Zq � 2
°n

k, j�1 εkε jx jkz jk.
Furthermore:
�pn�1qgJpX ,Zq � �°1¤k m¤n εk

°n
j�1 ε jx jkz jk�

°
1¤k m¤n εm

°n
j�1 ε jx jmz jm.

Comparing this with the expression of 4RicJpX ,Zq, we get that:
4RicJpX ,Zq � trpJXqtrpJZq�gJpX ,Zq�2gJpX ,Zq�pn�1qgJpX ,Zq �
� trpJXqtrpJZq�ngJpX ,Zq.
Hence:

RicJpX ,Zq � 1
4

trpJXqtrpJZq� n
4

gJpX ,Zq, for every X ,Z P TJpGLSymnppqq � Symn.

Now let Q be a generic matrix of GLSymnppq. We know that there exists a non-singular
C such that ΓCpQq � CQCT � J, i.e. JC � C�T Q�1. Since ΓC is an isometry of
pGSymnppq,gq, it preserves Ric, i.e. for any X ,Z P Symn:
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RicQpX ,Zq � RicΓCpQqpΓCpXq,ΓCpZqq � RicJpCXCT ,CZCT q �
1
4

trpJCXCT qtrpJCZCT q� n
4

trpJCXCT JCZCT q � 1
4

trpQ�1XqtrpQ�1Zq� n
4

gQpX ,Zq
and this concludes the first part.
The scalar curvature S of pGLSymnppq,gq is constant, because this manifold is homo-
geneous. So it suffices to compute S at the point J. Now J P TJpGLSymnppqq � Symn
is a space-like vector (indeed gJpJ,Jq � n), hence we have:
Symn � TJpGLSymnppqq � SpanpJq`pJqK, where pJqK � tV P Symn : gJpJ,V q � 0u.
Let V1, � � � ,Vd with d � npn�1q

2
�1 be an orthonormal basis of pJqK. We have:

S� gJp J?
n
,

J?
n
qRicJp J?

n
,

J?
n
q�°d

i�1 gJpVi,ViqRicJpVi,Viq.
Now from the expression of Ric, the latter is equal to:
1
4
rtrp J2

?
n
qs2 � n

4
trpJ4

n
q � °d

i�1
1
4

gJpVi,ViqrtrpJViqs2 � n
4
°d

i�1 gJpVi,ViqgJpVi,Viq �
�n

4
d, since trpJViq � gJpJ,Viq � 0 for every i� 0, � � � ,d.

Hence: S��n
4
pnpn�1q

2
�1q � �pn�1qnpn�2q

8
.

2.6 Proposition. For every p� 0, � � � ,n let us consider the set SLSymnppq.
a) pSLSymnppq,gq is a homogeneous Semi-Riemannian submanifold of pGLSymnppq,gq
with signature pnpn�1q

2
� ppn� pq�1, ppn� pqq.

b) pSLSymnppq,gq is a totally geodesic submanifold of pGLSymnppq,gq, whose
geodesics are the curves t ÞÑ KexpptK�1V q for every K P SLSymnppq and every
V P Symn with trpK�1V q � 0. In particular pSLSymnppq,gq is geodesically complete.
c) The inversion φ and the congruences ΓC with detpCq � �1 are isometries of the
symmetric manifold pSLSymnppq,gq and, for every Q, φQ is the symmetry fixing Q.

d) pSLSymnppq,gq is an Einstein manifold with Ricci tensor Ric��n
4

g and with scalar

curvature S�� pn�1qnpn�2q
8

.

Proof. a) Note that SLSymnppq � GLSymnppq X SLnpp�1qn�pq, where
SLnpp�1qn�pq � tA P GLn : detpAq � p�1qn�pu is a submanifold of GLn of
codimension 1 such that, for every Q P SLnpp�1qn�pq, by the well-known Jacobi’s
formula, we have:
TQpSLnpp�1qn�pqq � tV PMn : trpQ�1V q � 0u.
Hence: TQpGLnq �Mn is the sum of its vector subspaces TQpGLSymnppqq � Symn and
TQpSLnpp�1qn�pqq, since Q P TQpGLSymnppqq z TQpSLnpp�1qn�pqq.
Thus GLSymnppq and SLnpp�1qn�pq intersect transversally and therefore SLSymnppq�
GLSymnppqXSLnpp�1qn�pq is a submanifold of GLSymnppq of dimension

npn�1q
2

�
1 (see [12, Thm. 3.3, p. 22]).
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Of course TQpSLSymnppqq � tV P Symn : trpQ�1V q � 0u for every Q P SLSymnppq.
With the same notations as in the proof of 2.5, for J � Jp, we have: TJpSLSymnppqq �
pJqK � tV P Symn : gJpJ,V q � 0u. Since J is a space-like vector of TJpGLSymnppqq,
the restriction of gJ to TJpSLSymnppqq is non-degenerate with signature

pnpn�1q
2

� ppn� pq�1, ppn� pqq. Now if Q P SLSymnppq, there exists a non-singular

matrix C such that ΓCpQq �CQCT � J. Hence detpCq � �1 and ΓC is an isometry of
pGLSymnppq,gq, mapping SLSymnppq onto itself and Q to J. We conclude that gJ and
gQ have the same signature, for every Q.

b) By 2.3 (a), it suffices to check that QetC P SLSymnppq for every Q P SLSymnppq, for
every C � Q�1V with V P TQpSLSymnppqq and for every t P R.
For, it suffices to compute detpQetCq via the fact that trpQ�1V q � 0.

c) The mappings in the statement are clearly isometries. If Q P SLSymnppq, then φQ �
ΓQ �φ is the expected symmetry of pSLSymnppq,gq, fixing Q.

d) If Q P SLSymnppq then N � NQ � Q?
n
P TQpGLSymnppqq � Symn is a space-like

unit vector and TQpSLSymnppqq � pNqK. Since TQpGLSymnppqq � SpanpNq` pNqK,

if V1, � � � ,Vd (with d � npn�1q
2

�1) is an orthonormal basis of TQpSLSymnppqq, then

N,V1, � � � ,Vd is an orthonormal basis of TQpGLSymnppqq.
Hence, if X ,Z P TQpGLSymnppqq and RicQ is the Ricci tensor at Q of pGLSymnppq,gq,
we have: RicQpX ,Zq ��pRXNZN�

°d
i�1 gQpVi,ViqRXViZViq ��

°d
i�1 gQpVi,ViqRXViZVi ,

being RXNZN � 0, by 2.3 (b).
By part (b), the Riemann tensor of pSLSymnppq,gq is the restriction to SLSymnppq of the
Riemann tensor of pGLSymnppq,gq. From the previous expression of RicQpX ,Zq, we
deduce that the restriction to TQpSLSymnppqq of the Ricci tensor of pGLSymnppq,gq co-
incides with the Ricci tensor of pSLSymnppq,gq at Q. Hence, if X ,Z P TQpSLSymnppqq,
by part (a), the Ricci tensor of pSLSymnppq,gq at Q is

RicQpX ,Zq � 1
4
ttrpQ�1XqtrpQ�1Zq�n gQpX ,Zqu � �n

4
gQpX ,Zq.

Hence pSLSymnppq,gq is an Einstein manifold with Ric��n
4

g and with

S��n
4

dimpSLSymnppqq � � pn�1qnpn�2q
8

.

2.7 Proposition. For every p � 0, � � � ,n, pGLSymnppq,gq is isometric to the Semi-
Riemannian product manifold pSLSymnppq�R,g�hq, with h euclidean metric on R.

.

Proof. The mapping F : pSLSymnppq�R,g�hq Ñ pGLSymnppq,gq, given by

FpQ,xq � e
x?
n Q, is invertible with inverse F�1pPq � p P

n
a|detpPq| ,

lnp|detpPq|q?
n

q. We

can easily check that F and F�1 are isometries (see also [6, Thm. 4.2]).
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3. The Riemanniann manifold pPn,gq

3.1 Proposition. a) pPn,gq and pSLPn,gq are simply connected, symmetric Riemannian
manifolds with non-positive sectional curvature; pPn,gq is isometric to the Riemannian
product manifold SLPn �R and SLPn cannot be expressed as a non-trivial (metric)
product.

b) The Levi-Civita connection ∇ of pPn,gq is

p∇X Y qK � pX pY qqK �
1
2
pXK K�1YK �YK K�1XK q,

for every K P Pn and for all tangent vector fields X , Y of class C8 on Pn;
furthermore, if γptq, τγptq , Fptq and J are as in 2.3 (c), then the parallel transport, τγptq ,
along γptq induced by the Levi-Civita connection of pPn,gq if given by

τγptq � ΓFptq�1 @t P J .

c) The Ricci curvature of pPn,gq at any point Q is negative semi-definite and
RicQpX ,Xq � 0 if and only if X � λQ, for some λ P R; the scalar curvature is

� pn�1qnpn�2q
8

.

d) pSLPn,gq is an Einstein manifold with Ricci tensor Ric � �n
4

g and with scalar

curvature S�� pn�1qnpn�2q
8

.

Proof. a) These results are well-known: we refer for instance to [25, Thm. 2.1] for the
curvature and to [5, Prop. 10.34, Lemma 10.52, Prop. 10.53] for the remaining facts.
However, except for the sectional curvature and for the irreducibility of SLPn, these
results are also direct consequences of the more general facts proved in the previous
Section. For completeness we get also the remaining assertions.
For the curvature, by homogeneity, it suffices to compute the sectional curvature

at point In, where, by 2.3, we have RXY XY � 1
4

trprX ,Y s2q. Since rX ,Y s is skew-

symmetric, trprX ,Y s2q is the opposite of the sum of the squares of the entries of the
matrix rX ,Y s (i.e. the opposite of the Frobenius norm of rX ,Y s) and so the sectional
curvature is non-positive.
Finally, it is known that SLPn � SLn{SOn is an irreducibile symmetric space (see for
instance [2, Table 3 p. 315]), hence pSLPn�R,g� hq is the de Rham decomposition
of the simply connected complete Riemannian manifold pPn,gq (see for instance [14,
Ch. IV, Thm. 6.2]).

b) It is a particular case of Proposition 2.3 (b) and (c). The Levi-Civita connection is
also in [25, p. 214] and in [19, p. 176].

c) The assertion about the scalar curvature is in 2.6 (d) (and also quoted in
[19, p. 176] with opposite sign).
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Since Q is symmetric positive definite, there exists a non-singular matrix C such that
Q�CCT � ΓCpInq. Let X P TQpPnq � Symn, then by proposition 2.5:
4RicQpX ,Xq � rtrpQ�1Xqs2�ngQpX ,Xq � rtrpY qs2�n trpY 2q,
where Y �C�1XC�T is a symmetric matrix. The statement follows from the following:
Claim.
For every symmetric real matrix Y of order n, we have rtrpY qs2 ¤ ntrpY 2qwith equality
if and only if Y � λIn for some λ P R.
Indeed, if λ1, � � � ,λn are the (possibly repeated) real eigenvalues of Y , then

rtrpY qs2 �°n
i, j�1 λiλ j ¤

°n
i, j�1

λ2
i �λ2

j

2
� n

°n
i�1 λ2

i � ntrpY 2q
and the equality holds if and only if λi � λ j for every i, j, i.e. if and only if Y � λIn for
some λ P R, being Y diagonalizable.

d) It follows directly from 2.6 (d), in accordance with the general theory (see for in-
stance [2, Note 10.83, p. 298]).

3.2 Remarks. a) For every point Q P Pn, the corresponding symmetry φQ has Q as
unique fixed point.
Indeed, by homogeneity, it is enough to check this for the case Q � In P Pn. We have
φIn

� φ and so X P Pn is a fixed point of φ if and only if X is orthogonal too, therefore
X � In.

b) pSLP2,gq is isometric to the hyperbolic plane H2 (endowed with Riemannian metric

having curvature �1
2

).

Indeed pSLP2,gq is a complete, simply connected, homogeneous, Riemannian surface

and, therefore, its curvature is constant and equal to
S
2
��1

2
(see for instance

[14, Ch. VI, Thm. 7.10]).
Hence P2 is isometric to the Riemannian product H2�R.

c) As in 2.4, if γptq � KetK�1V is the geodesic of pPn,gq such that γp0q � K P Pn and
9γp0q �V P Symn, then: τγptq � Γexpp 1

2 tV K�1q for every t P R.

3.3 Remark-Definition. Let M be an n� n real matrix, diagonalizable over R with
(possibly repeated) eigenvalues λ1, � � � ,λn, all strictly positive, and G PGLn be a matrix
such that M � G�1diagpλ1, � � � ,λnqG.
We denote by LOGpMq the matrix G�1diagplnpλ1q, � � � , lnpλnqqG.
LOGpMq is the unique solution of the equation exppXq � M among the n� n real
matrices, which are diagonalizable over R; the proof is contained in [11, Thm. 1.31].
LOGpMq is said to be the principal logarithm of M. Therefore, for every r P R, it is
possible to define the r-th power of M as Mr � exppr LOGpMqq.
3.4 Proposition. Let A,B P Pn.
a) γptq � Aexppt LOGpA�1Bqq � ApA�1Bqt is the unique geodesic arc γptq : r0,1s Ñ
pPn,gq such that γp0q � A and γp1q � B.
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b) The distance dpA,Bq between the matrices A,B P Pn, induced by the trace metric, is

dpA,Bq � p°n
i�1plnµiq2q1{2

where µ1, � � � ,µn are the (possibly repeated) eigenvalues of A�1B.

Proof. These results are known (see [4, § 2], [3, Ch. 6 § 1] and [19, § 3.5, § 3.6]). We
shortly prove them, by using the arguments previously developed.
The classical Theorem of Cartan-Hadamard ([22, Ch. 10 Thm. 22]) implies that there
is a unique geodesic arc as in (a) and by Hopf-Rinow ([22, Ch. 5 Thm. 21]) its length
gives dpA,Bq.
By simultaneous diagonalization, there is a non-singular matrix C such that ΓCpAq �
CACT � In (i.e. A � C�1C�T ) and ΓCpBq � D :� diagpµ1, � � � ,µnq, where µ1, � � � ,µn
are the (necessarily positive) eigenvalues of A�1B, which is diagonalizable over R.
Now LOGpDq� diagplnpµ1q, � � � , lnpµnqq and so by 2.3, the unique geodesic arc joining
In and D is βptq � exppt LOGpDqq, t P r0,1s.
Since ΓC is an isometry, we get: dpA,Bq � dpIn,Dq � lengthpβq �
rgIn

p 9βp0q, 9βp0qqs1{2 � rgIn
pLOGpDq,LOGpDqqs1{2 � p°n

i�1plnµiq2q1{2.
Now the unique geodesic arc joining A and B is
γptq � ΓC�1pβptqq �C�1 exppt LOGpDqqC�T � Aexppt CT LOGpDqC�T q.
Note that, by 3.3, CT LOGpDqC�T � LOGpA�1Bq. This allows to conclude.

3.5 Remark. The description of the full group of isometries of pPn,gq is in §4. For
now we recall that inversion and congruences are isometries of pPn,gq, so GLn acts
transitively by congruences on the Riemannian manifold pPn,gq (remember 1.2 and
2.2).
Moreover it is possible to prove that for every pair A,B P Pn there is a unique matrix
X PPn such that ΓX pAq�B and that X is the geometric mean of the matrices A�1 and B,
i.e. the midpoint of the unique geodesic joining A�1 and B in the manifold pPn,gq (see
for instance [3, p. 11, pp. 106–107, p. 206]). In particular the homogeneity of pPn,gq
can be obtained by means of congruences associated to positive definite matrices (see
also [16, Ch. XII, Lemma 3.2]).

3.6 Proposition. Fixed a matrix U P On, we denote: L̂U � tUQ P GLn : Q P Pnu and
R̂U � tQU P GLn : Q P Pnu. Then L̂U � R̂U and GLn �

�
UPOn

L̂U is a foliation of
pGLn,gq, whose leaves are isometric to pPn,gq and totally geodesic in pGLn,gq.

Proof. From the polar decomposition (see for instance [13, Thm. 7.3.1]), for every
matrix A P GLn there is a unique U P On and there are unique Q,Q1 P Pn such that A�
UQ � Q1U (so: Q1 �UQUT ). This gives that each A P GLn belongs to an unique L̂U
and gives also the equality L̂U � R̂U . We get the last part of the statement, because, by
[6, Prop. 1.2], left translations are isometries of pGLn,gq (remember also 2.3 (a)).

3.7 Remark. The roles of On and of Pn in the previous Proposition are mutually in-
terchangeable: indeed, in [7, Prop. 4.5], we proved that GLn has analogous foliations:
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GLn �
�

QPPn
LQ �

�
QPPn

RQ whose leaves are all isometric to pOn,gq and totally
geodesic in pGLn,gq.

4. The group of isometries of pPn,gq

Next Lemma and next Proposition are known, but we state and shortly prove them for
convenience and completeness.

4.1 Lemma. Let G be a connected Lie group and rG be its universal covering group.
Then OutpGq is isomorphic to a subgroup of OutprGq.
Proof. For every α P AutpGq we denote by α̃ : rG Ñ rG the unique lift of α such that
α̃p1

rGq� 1
rG; then α̃ is in AutprGq and the mapping which associates to α the equivalence

class of α̃ in OutprGq is a group homomorphism with kernel InnpGq.
4.2 Proposition. AutpSOnq � SOn if n is odd and AutpSOn{t�Inuq �On{t�Inu if n� 8
is even, where the groups on the right act by conjugation.

Proof. The following arguments need some facts recalled in 1.1.
If n is odd, the result follows from the previous Lemma and from the fact that
OutpSpinnq is trivial.
If n is even and different from 2, then Spinn is also the universal covering of SOn{t�Inu.
If n� 8 too, by the previous Lemma, OutpSOn{t�Inuq has at most two elements. Since
any conjugation by elements of OnzSOn is an outer automorphism of SOn{t�Inu, then
OutpSOn{t�Inuq � Z2 and this gives the assertion.
If n� 2, then SO2{t�I2u � S1 (the circle), AutpS1q �OutpS1q �Z2 (with elements the
identity and the complex inversion) and so OutpSO2{t�I2uq � Z2 and this allows to
conclude as above.

Theorem 4.1. A mapping G : pSLPn,gq Ñ pSLPn,gq is an isometry if and only if there
exists a matrix X P GLn with detpXq � �1 such that (with the notations of 1.1)

G� ΓX or G� ΓX �φ.

Moreover G fixes In if and only if the matrix X belongs to On.

Proof. The mappings ΓX and ΓX �φ with detpXq � �1 are isometries by 2.6 (c).
For the converse, up to congruences with matrices of determinant �1, we can assume
that G fixes In. Indeed GpInq P SLPn and so GpInq � BBT for some B P GLn with
detpBq � �1. Therefore pΓB�1 �GqpInq � In.
Let J be the group of isometries of pSLPn,gq, JIn

be the corresponding subgroup of
isotropy at In and J 0, J 0

In
be their connected components containing the identity.

Since pSLPn,gq is homogeneous Riemannian (remember 3.1), we have: SLPn � J {JIn
.

Remembering that SLPn � SLn{SOn (1.2 (b) and (c)), from [10, Ch. V Th. 4.1 (i)], we
get that J 0 � SLn if n is odd and J 0 � SLn{t� Inu if n in even.
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Indeed it is well-known that SLn is a connected simple Lie group and the actions of SLn
(if n is odd) and of SLn{t� Inu (if n is even) are both effective.
From this we get that dimpJ q � dimpJ 0q � dimpSLnq and therefore dimpSOnq �
dimpJInq � dimpJ 0

Inq.
Let us consider the representation ρ : On Ñ AutpSym0

nq defined by ρpXqpAq � XAXT .
Arguing on the matrices Epi, jq�Ep j,iq and Epi,iq�Ep j, jq for every i � j, we get that
Kerpρq � t� Inu. Let us consider also the representation d : JIn

Ñ AutpSym0
nq defined

by the differential at In of every element of JIn
(remember that TInpSLPnq � Sym0

n).
By [22, Ch. 3 Prop. 62], d is a faithful representation and so: dpJ 0

In
q � pdpJIn

qq0 (the
component of dpJIn

q containing the identity).
Since congruences by orthogonal matrices are linear isometries fixing In, we get the
inclusion ρpSOnq � pdpJIn

qq0. Since these manifolds have the same dimension and are
connected, by theorem of invariance of domain, we deduce that ρpSOnq � pdpJIn

qq0.

For a fixed G P JIn
, the previous equality gives: dGρpSOnqdG�1 � ρpSOnq. Hence

there exists a unique automorphism α of ρpSOnq such that:
(*) dG�ρpXq �dG�1 � αpρpXqq for every X P SOn.

Claim. There is Y P On such that αpρpXqq � ρpY q �ρpXq �ρpY q�1 for every X P SOn
and so, by (*), we get pρpY q�1 �d Gq�ρpXq � ρpXq�pρpY q�1 �d Gq for every X P SOn.

Indeed ρpSOnq � SOn if n is odd and ρpSOnq � SOn{t�Inu if n is even.
Hence, when n� 8, the claim follows by 4.2.
The case n� 8 needs different arguments.
First of all, we note that F � ρ � π8 : Spin8 Ñ ρpSO8q is the universal covering of
ρpSO8q; so the automorphism α PAutpρpSO8qq can be lifted to a unique α̃ PAutpSpin8q
such that F � α̃� α�F .
As recalled in 1.1, OutpSpin8q is isomorphic to the dihedral group Dih3 and therefore
it is the group of order 6 generated by elements δ and γ of order 2 and 3 respectively
(see also [8] and [18] for further details). In particular we can assume that δ is the
equivalence class of the lifting τ̃H of the conjugation τH in SO8 associated to a fixed
matrix H PO8zSO8 and γ is the equivalence class of an automorphism γ̃ of Spin8 having
the unit 1 P Spin8 as unique fixed point in the fiber kerpFq (see for instance [18, Ch. 1
§8]).
Therefore, up to inner automorphisms, we can assume that α̃ � τ̃k

H � γ̃p with k � 0,1
and p� 0,1,2.
We prove that the unique admissible possibilities are k � 0,1 and p� 0.
From (*) above, we deduce that dG �FpZq � dG�1 � αpFpZqq � Fpα̃pZqq for every
Z P Spin8 (up to inner automorphisms); this implies that F and F � α̃ are equivalent
representations of Spin8.
The cases k � 0 and p � 1,2 are impossible because F , F � γ̃ and F � γ̃2 are non-
equivalent.
Indeed, by standard facts from Lie group representation theory (and with the help of
the package LiE [26]), we get that the representations π8, π8 � γ̃ and π8 � γ̃2 correspond
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to maximal weights p1,0,0,0q, p0,0,1,0q and p0,0,0,1q respectively, while their trace-
free second symmetric powers are F , F � γ̃ and F � γ̃2 and correspond to p2,0,0,0q,
p0,0,2,0q and p0,0,0,2q respectively and so they are mutually non-equivalent.
If k � 1 and p � 1,2, since τ̃H is the lifting of the automorphism τH of SO8, we can
argue as above with ρpHq�1�dG instead of dG. Therefore, up to inner automorphisms,
α̃� τ̃k

H with k � 0,1 and this allows to conclude the proof of the Claim.

Since the action of ρpSOnq on Sym0
n is irreducible (see for instance [15, Ch. XI

Prop. 7.4 (1)] and [9, Prop. 4.5 (1)]), by [14, App. 5 Lemma 1], we obtain: ρpY q�1 �
d G� aId�bJ (Id is the identity of Sym0

n),
where a,b P R, J2 ��Id. In particular, if b� 0, then dimpSym0

nq is even.
Now, if b would be non-zero, then the complexification of Sym0

n should have the
eigenspaces of the complexification of J as invariant subspaces with respect to the
complexification of the representation; so the complexification of the representation
of ρpSOnq would be reducible, while it is actually irreducible (see [9, Prop. 4.5 (1),
Prop. 4.6]).
Hence b � 0 and ρpY q�1 � d G � aId and so, being an isometry, we get: a � �1, i.e.
d G��ρpY q. In case of a� 1, then GpAq � YAY T � ΓY pAq, while in case of a��1,
then GpAq � YA�1Y T � ΓY pA�1q � pΓY � φqpAq (remember for instance [22, Ch. 3
Prop. 62]). This concludes the proof.

4.3 Remark. When n� 2, the inversion φ in SLP2 is the congruence associated to the

rotation matrix W �
�

0 �1
1 0



and I pSLP2,gq consists only of the indicated congru-

ences and has two connected components, with I 0pSLP2,gq isomorphic to SL2{t� I2u.
If n ¥ 3, then φ is not a congruence and the possibilities of the previous Theorem are
mutually exclusive, moreover we get that:
- if n is odd, then I pSLPn,gq is a Lie group with two connected components, with
I 0pSLPn,gq isomorphic to SLn;
- if n� 2 is even, then I pSLPn,gq is a Lie group with four connected components, with
I 0pSLPn,gq isomorphic to SLn{t� Inu.
4.4 Proposition. A mapping L : pPn,gq Ñ pPn,gq is an isometry if and only if there
exist an isometry G : pSLPn,gq Ñ pSLPn,gq and a matrix B P GLn such that

LpAq � pdet Aq1{n pΓB �Gqp A
pdet Aq1{n q for every A P Pn or

LpAq � pdet Aq�1{n pΓB �Gqp A
pdet Aq1{n q for every A P Pn.

Proof. By 3.1 (a) and 2.7, we have the isometry F : SLPn�RÑ Pn given by

FpQ,xq � e
x?
n Q and F�1pPq � p P

n
a

detpPq ,
lnpdetpPqq?

n
q. Hence L : Pn Ñ Pn is an

isometry if and only if L� F�1 �L�F is an isometry of SLPn�R.

Let L� be the isometries of pSLPn�R,g� hq defined by L�pQ,xq � pGpQq,�x� bq
where G is a fixed isometry of pSLPn,gq and b is a fixed real number. Then L� �
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F � L� � F�1 are isometries of pPn,gq. After denoting B � eb{p2?nqIn, by standard

computations, we get: L�pAq � detpAq�1{n pΓB �Gqp A
pdet Aq1{n q.

For the converse, let L be an isometry of pPn,gq. Since LpInq P Pn, there exists B PGLn
such that LpInq � BBT and so H � ΓB�1 �L is an isometry of pPn,gq fixing In.
Let us consider the differential: D� dHIn : TInpPnqÑ TInpPnq (remember that TInpPnq�
Symn). We want to prove that DpInq � �In.
For, D preserves the metric g and its Riemann tensor of type p0,4q at In. Remembering
2.3 (b), we have trprDpInq,DpW qs2q � trprIn,W s2q � 0 for every W P Symn. Since
the bracket of symmetric matrices is skew-symmetric and since the opposite of the
trace of the square of a skew-symmetric matrix is its Frobenius norm, we get that
rDpInq,DpW qs � 0 for every W P Symn, i.e. rDpInq,Us � 0 for every U P Symn, because
D is bijective and therefore DpInq � λIn for some λ PR. Since D is an isometry, we get
λ��1.
Now note that the space pInqK :� tW P Symn : gIn

pIn,W q � 0u � Sym0
n � TInpSLPnq is

invariant with respect to D, because DpInq � �In. Hence D1, the restriction of D to
pInqK, is an isometry of TInpSLPnq with respect to the metric g.
Since D preserves the Riemann tensor of pPn,gq at In, D1 preserves its restriction to
TInpSLPnq, but this last restriction is the Riemann tensor of pSLPn,gq at In, because
pSLPn,gq is a totally geodesic submanifold of pPn,gq (remember 2.6 (b)).
Since SLPn is simply connected, complete and symmetric (remember (3.1)), by
[14, Ch. VI Cor. 7.9], there exists a unique isometry G of pSLPn,gq such that GpInq � In
and dGIn � D1.
Now we denote G�pA,xq � pGpAq,�xq for every pA,xq P SLPn �R. G�pA,xq are
isometries of pSLPn�R,g� hq such that G�pIn,0q � pIn,0q and such that dG�

pIn,0q �
D1�p�IdRq.
Easy computations show that dFpIn,0qpV,xq � x?

n
In�V for every x P R and every V P

TInpSLPnq � Sym0
n and that dF�1

In pW q � pW � trpW q
n

In,
trpW q?

n
q,

for every W P TInpPnq � Symn, where F and F�1 are the mapping recalled above.
Now pF �G� �F�1qpInq � In � HpInq and

dpF �G� �F�1qInpW q � dFpIn,0qpdG�
pIn,0qpW � trpW q

n
In,

trpW q?
n
qq �

� dFpIn,0qpdHInpW � trpW q
n

Inq,� trpW q?
n
q � � trpW q

n
In�dHInpW � trpW q

n
Inq �

� � trpW q
n

In�dHInpW q	 trpW q
n

In � dHInpW q for every W P TInpPnq � Symn.

Therefore F �G� �F�1 � H (see again [22, Ch. 3 Prop. 62]).
Now L� ΓB �H � ΓB �F �G� �F�1 and easy computations allow the get the expres-
sions in the statement.

Remembering the definitions of φ and ψ in 1.1, from the Theorem 4.1 and 4.4, we
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easily get the following

Theorem 4.2. A mapping L : pPn,gqÑ pPn,gq is an isometry if and only if there exists
a matrix M P GLn such that

L� ΓM or L� ΓM �φ or L� ΓM �ψ or L� ΓM �φ�ψ.

4.5 Remark. When n � 2, we have ψ� ΓW �φ � φ�ΓW with W as in 4.3. Hence in
the previous Theorem there are only two mutually exclusive possibilities: L� ΓM and
L� ΓM �φ.
If n ¥ 3, since φ, ψ, φ �ψ are not congruences, then the families of isometries, listed
in Theorem 4.2, are mutually disjoint. Therefore:
- if n� 2 or n is odd, then I pPn,gq is a Lie group with four connected components and
with I 0pPn,gq isomorphic to GL�n if n is odd and I 0pP2,gq isomorphic to GL�2 {t� I2u;
- if n � 2 is even, then I pPn,gq is a Lie group with eight connected components and
with I 0pPn,gq isomorphic to GL�n {t�Inu.
4.6 Remark. Standard computations allow to obtain the following geometric descrip-
tions of the isometries φ, ψ and φ�ψ by means of the results of §3 and §4:
- φ is the symmetry with respect to In;
- ψ is the orthogonal symmetry with respect to the hypersurface SLPn;
- φ�ψ is the orthogonal symmetry with respect to the geodesic R � ttIn : t PR, t ¡ 0u
(i.e. the geodesic through In and orthogonal to SLPn).

4.7 Remark. Let Hn be the real manifold of positive definite hermitian matrices of
order n. The tensor g defines also on Hn a structure of Riemannian manifold and pPn,gq
is one of its Riemannian submanifolds. From [20, Thm. 3] and from the Theorem 4.2
we conclude that every isometry of pPn,gq is restriction of an isometry of pHn,gq.
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